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me.
say a word
internal hurt

a fight
to know
quench my light
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To the Captain, girls! One, two, tree ...
Whoo, that's it. Aww, Jen sweetie, let me get you a napkin.

I missed you guys so much over the summer.
New York was awesome, though.

Bobby was mmm ...I'd show you a picture
But I don't have my camera anymore.
My parents were a little upset and ...

Who wants another shot?
To us being back together!

Ahh ...So what was T saying?
Right, the camera. The soap.

Of all things in the world, they found the soap.
What? ...Oh, from the hotel.

But damn! What're they gonna do about it now?
I mean, shit, what's done is done.
Not like they can force me back.

They were just being them.
r can do whatever the hell I want.
It's not like I'm going to end up,

T dunno, in a trailer park or something.
That's what my mom said-hilarious!
All I could do to keep [rom laughing.

You should've seen the look on her race.
Whoo! My mascara's running.
It must be getting hot in here.

Can we turnup the AC or something?
No, r don't need a tissue!

ome on, girl, you've only had one tonight
And your glass is smaller.

I'Il take one with you ...

So, yeah. My daddy's screaming and turning red
Like the fire engine be gave me as a kid
And my mom's cryin' like her momma just died.
I just sat there and looked at the wall,
At those faded flowers that blend together,
Burgundy and yellow from years of screaming kids
Throwing squash and beets on them.
Do J look like I'm a kid?
Damn! What're they gonna do anyway?
They'll deal with time.
T don't care.
Come on, we can finish it!
All right, maybe one more round and then we're done.
To pirates!
And boys with pirates eyes
Who leave you like rats when your parents find out,
Scuttling away from the burning ship.
But I got better choices.
I got goddamn better choices.
Whore's the Captain?
Where's the lucking Captain?
r need another-I'll finish it off
lf y'all are too big of wusses.
Y'all suck.
You and Bobby and my parents
And this whole goddamn world
Whan a girl just wants to have some fun.
What's so wrong with that, eh Captain?

Larucn Klapper-Lehman
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I want tenderness;

Iwant a hand skimming my skin,

Which is only highlighted by a small fire

So the edges of my arms are orange.

Iwant the peach fuzz of my unshaved legs kissed,

And a mound of pillows to be the whole world f T us;

Iwant a hand at the small of my back

To guide me and show me aprotective love;

Iwant a man who will let me try to protect him

Even if it is only from his own fear,

Who knows J will always fight for him

Even when Ican't fight for myself.

Iwant to come home from the company Christmas party

And peel off my pantyhose in the dark kitchen

While he watches and smiles

After thirty years.

Iwant to





Vicky watched her mate, Rodney, from her nest in the gutter above the drive-thru window. She could see
him collecting discarded french fries and bread crumbs, flittering across the pavement in the light of the menu and
speaker box. A late-night breeze filtered through her feathers and she imagined that it had blown, uninterrupted,
down from the passing traffic on the nearby Interstate which was now hidden behind the black, starless wall of
night. The rest of the world she could see only as far as the traffic light by the off-ramp, the short stretch of road
on which she and Rodney now resided illuminated solely by the fluorescent glow of the string of restaurant signs.

As Vicky tried to settle into a comfortable position on top of her eggs, even though she knew that the
persistent hum of the neon restaurant sign above her would never allow her to fall asleep, she noticed the twin
headlights of a minivan appear from the off-ramp and turn at the traffic light. Vicky looked to see if Rodney would
notice its approach as it pulled into the drive-thru lane. He stumbled with trademark clumsiness as he hurried to
take flight, escaping just seconds before the minivan came to a stop in front of the speaker box.

Rodney landed in the gutter, dropping what few scraps of food he had been able to hang onto in the nest
in front of Vicky. This is who is going to teach our nestlings to fly someday, she thought to herself.

"I don't see why I don't get to sleep just because you can't," he said, peering over the edge of the roof at
the minivan, which was still parked beside the speaker box. They could hear from their nest the distorted voice
emanate from the round, silver face of the box, the driver's increasingly loud voice trying to converse with it, and
the complaints of two of the other passengers elsewhere inside the minivan.

"I'm hungry," Vicky explained. "Unless you want me to leave the eggs and go scrounge around for my
own food."

Rodney looked at her with an expression that passed for a glare. It was the best he could do with two eyes
that point in separate directions, a condition worsened by his repeated efforts to fly through the sliding pane of
glass over the drive-thru window below.
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"Well, you won't let me sit on them," he said.
"You can't sit on the eggs," Vicky said. "You'd crush them."
''Are you done with me now?" Rodney asked. "Can we go back to sleep?"
"Go ahead. I'll be right behind you after I eat this gourmet meal you brought me."
"What do you expect, asking for a snack this time of night? I already picked the lot clean at dinner."
Vicky rolled her eyes, staring down the road at the row of restaurant signs, glowing like neon beacons in

the night, and remembering entire cities she had visited when she was younger, cities that, from a distance, ren-
dered thousands of lights like these no bigger than individual bulbs on a Christmas tree. he thought of her many
friends who were probably there now, enjoying the public parks and the rooftops that seemed to tower miles over
restaurants like this.

"Some blue jays eat other birds' eggs," Vicky said. "Even other blue jays'."
"That's not true," Rodney said. "I know plenty who don't." e
"Right, Rodney, but there are plenty who do."
"Well, I don't, and neither do you."
"Well, I certainly haven't done it."
''And you'd want to? You'd be okay with stealing another bird's eggs, killing its nestling?"
"It's not killing their nestling," Vicky said. "It's just an egg."
The minivan finally pulled forward to the drive-thru window, stopping directly below them to wait for its

food. Vicky could barely hear Rodney over the groan of its engine.
"The eggs hatch, though," Rodney argued. "I mean, they would if we don't eat them."
''You don't know that," Vicky said, her thoughts disturbed and disordered by the smell of smog burning

gasoline from below, "as many predators as there are in the world."
"Well, I don't see why I should make one more," Rodney said, turning away from her to peer over the gut-

ter at the minivan below. An arm protruding from the drive-thru window was handing the driver a couple of small



cardboard boxes with colorful cartoon images on every side.
"Even if you knew that it was best that the eggs not hatch?"
Rodney turned to face her again, one eye pointed at her and the other seemingly lost in thought. Whatever

capacity Rodney had for complex thought, he was discovering it at that moment.
"How would 1 know that?" he asked.
"You just would. You'd know."
"1 don't think I could know that."
"What if I told you, then?"
''Why would J trust you?"
"You just would. You'd take my word for it because it's the only word you should take for it."
Rodney paced back and forth in the gutter, occasionally kicking with his claws at some scattered pieces of

straw that had broken off of the nest.
"So that's how you feel?"
"Yes," she said, squinting to relieve her eye of the neon light that kept her awake every night. She almost

didn't notice when Rodney approached the nest, his shadow falling over her.
She also barely noticed lashing out at him, her wings spread wide and her beak pecking at him as he tried

to stumble out of her way, tripping out of the nest and falling into the gutter.
"What was that?" he shouted when she had calmed down.

Sparrow - Photography - Laura Johannes

"T don't know," she said, excited but frightened. "I'm sorry. T really don't know what happened. I promise I
won't do it again this time-"

Before she could finish, Rodney again dove towards her. She rose, the response he had triggered in her
now thoroughly out of her control. It seemed to emerge from the deepest recesses of her mind, possessing all
of her faculties at that moment. Rodney again stumbled backwards, thi time towards the edge of the gutter. He
tripped, his claws colliding with the short aluminum wall, and fell over the side. Vicky watched helplessly as he fell,
crashing into the windshield of the minivan below. There were some shrill cries from the vehicle's younger passen-
gers, followed by a comment emerg.ing loudly from the driver's window,

"Hey, who ordered bird?"
There was nothing more she could do. The fall had surely killed him.
he settled herself again on her eggs, knowing that s on the time would come for them to hatch. She

watched as the minivan pulled away until its headlights disappeared into the black, starless night. She didn't know
what had happened to Rodney's body, Iut she was too tired to force herself to look once more over the gutter. All
she wanted to do was sleep, but she knew that the blazing neon sign above her would prevent her from doing so
for the rest of the night.

Derek M. Gray



To Leave Something
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I am afraid of something
And it's stopping me from writing these first lines.
I knew someone who, on grey and barren Sundays,
Would wander their sunken garden searching for rain
puddles.
If they were especially deep or wide,
Or ff to one side,
She would crouch alongside them and look for small fish,
To me t the backwards gaze of her swimming eyes,
And gaze into the rain puddles like sinking buckets,
Then crawl over to the water hose,
Point it towards the sky
And breathe as the sun came out

Is it enough?
To dip our fingers in buckets of rainwater
And smear them across our favorite portraits?
Does every gift we carve,
No matter out of what,
Have meaning?
Maybe it's just easy.

Omar Tanamly
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The voices in my head won't shut up
I'm afraid to wake up.

My world is a padded cell
and I can feel my heart
banging on the walls.

Who knows how long I've becn
here.
The air is getting heavy and
I don't know if I'm ready

to take deep breaths.
It feels like death every time
my mind overlaps

Deja-vu showing you
over and over as I search
over and over as I search
for cover in the fallout

of peace.
I can't find a reason
with the silence surrounding me

No reason to hold on
freefalling in sanity

My body longs to move again
Rhythmically pushing the innocence aside.
Opening myself back up
To help me remember why I exist.
I used to want to slit my wrists
But never had the courage to press down
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When's the last time I was
real?

did I ever feel?
Did you know that when I took that pill,
It was the only time I ever
killed myself.
I'm still searching for my grave
too brave to give up.

An occupied nation,
I'llnever be the same.

My history erased
when Ifaced a line unafraid.
Iwant to fear
Be queer
and quiver at night from
not getting it right.

Idon't want to sleep alone.
Iwant to make my home

inside someone else.
Idon't care if that makes me

weak.
I'm tired of hearing you
speak of what I am supposed to be
I'm me and no one

can take that
and make it

--~___jL_ somethin e::.::l~se::.::.__
r feel productive when I'm self-destructive
And break things just to hear them shatter.
Nothing's the matter
I'm just ready for my pen
to tell the truth,
To begin over

To sell myself for what it's worth,
A rebirth,
There's a time for owning up to one's flaws
And this is mine.

Ashley Siaff
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I have been a devil in my dreams.
I smashed a window because I saw a white man's face behind it.
He was grinning at me, thinking about what's-in-my-pants.
The window left a clean hole where his face had been.
I held a threatening chair over my head as T looked down on my best friend.
I wanted to offer her a conciliatory cigarette.
I shake violently my packet of cigarettes and ten charred butts fall
I am thwarted; I shall show my fury.
Give me a snake; r will pull its teeth out.
T shake violently my head.
I wake, panting, terrified of what I have been, with sore teeth.

Caitlin Wilson





In my drunken absence
I find my passion
absurdly driven

by the force that binds
the world together

Yet there's no gravity in the empty cavity
of a body here on paper

It's been erased by distance
of days away from you.

I'm draped over electricity
for a lack of something better

to hang on to.
And if I knew

where you were
I'd dream about you when I sleep
but you're always moving

at a rapid pace
Evading me as I trace

the spirals you leave
in your waking moments

through my life.
I'm kissing the paper
with my lips and cheeks

hoping words can speak
their way down your neck

to your shoulders
Where I want to lay my head.
But now I sleep instead,
Because it's the only way to find peace.

Ashley Siaft
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Look to the Stars



I am enticed by exciting purposeless patterns and predictabilities of lust,
Busily ignoring numbers and labels while accounting my own downfall.
I am balancing on broken lolling ledges while leaping blindfolded over the cracks
In my oracular crossroads of floundering feminine and newfound femme fatale.

I take the road towards your lips almost overripe in their own moisture, waiting for me.
Lingering ever-eloquently on the line between love and lust am I, are you ... are we?
Am I, I am: trying half-heartedly to defy my own sensual self-fulfilling prophecies ...

Your innocent smiles, open-mouthed as if for sweets, oh, such temptations.
I know to respond with touch but I know little of truth, and so I listen,
Wondering if I will hear truth in the spaces between us, and the spaces outside.
For the open air is calling as we embrace freely even the obstructions:
Cold lampposts thrust from the ground like newly forged and hardened swords,
Fences feigning to be circumferencing boundaries about beautiful me,
Pavement pretending to overpower even the earth heaving, revolving, breathing

beneath.
None of us knows the time; I am not its slave, but adoring disciple to rhyme and
reasonless beauty.

I am fleeing from sensitivity to senselessly hiding behind trees in the construction lot.
Sick of dutiful disciplined sacrifices of desire for my future's self,
Continually compelled to complete my thirsty page with delicious cataclysms,
Will I choose a new source of creation ... only to be laden with more questions:
If we're wavering within not right now only later was it really meant to be?
Did I stain your clean carpet with the mud from my travel-worn sandals
While stepping inside secrets and walking in wondrous circles around you?
Perhaps there are no more answers there than in the pages of the past,
Or perhaps their proximity to my soles means I should spend a lifetime asking.

But for now, this night sets anew for me to play at applying liquid prescriptions.
I know little of the future, I promise nothing, only that I am myself.
I am the permanent passerby to the trendy-trench-coat-clad smoking young woman, I

will never join her.
Instead I will inhale, stomping and kicking about in sandals in a sand pit so resembling

stardust.
This is my necessary escape when my breath grows heavy with the air above the stairs.
Per P next time, you will come up instead?

Kimberly Corbett







Nothing
is as full and round

as a peach.

Look; gaze
into a naked warmth,

the fiery heart
of a silent dove.

Listen; hear
the ceaseless quests of our toes
in the expansive mellow earth.

Smell; inhale
the infinite beauty of

the juice of a hopeful spirit.
Touch; brush

a fine bristly, blissful oblivion,
a soft assurance that what follows

is whole and kind.
Consume; taste

the descent of a universe of suns,
fading yellows, bursting reds, they
explode finally in your brown eye,

and are gone to nothing:
to an absence as sweet

and full as a peach.

What
we seek

between us is
merely that
nothing.

Susan Thornton
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The dinosaur hills creep to the city like a bald octogenarian with a perambulator.
They want to climb up Santa Lucia Hill, too, and look down on the big manthings.
There are Bowers on the table and fruit in a dish.
I am clean and pretty.
I walk with youth in my hands, licking ice cream, desire-eyes like the sun in a cold tango

with the moon.
I want to pull closer, closer to the smooth rough hills and closer to the manthings.
But, I am a pretty and young girl and not a balding old man with legs like bananas.

Caitlin Wilson





Charlotte has been walking through the heavy heat for quite some time before she comes to the edge of the
trees.

Through them she sees the coppery water and the knowing blue sky that looks down upon the lake. Trees bunch
thickly all around the water's edge and the air is full of a wise smell, like falling leaves. It is nearly autumn.
She is alone at the lake and she undresses quickly. Her clothing is placed behind a thick bush near the waters edge
and she walks out into the copper, naked.
Charlotte stops nearly at the middle, where the water stands above her collarbone. Its coolness gently pulls at parts
of her that clothing had covered. She stands warmed by the afternoon light and cooled by the tranquiJ water. She is
satiated.
Charlotte does not know how long it is that she floats there before the thought of his touch returns to her, but
when it does its blow hits her like a locomotive, ripping through time and memory. She is no longer lying naked at
the lake, but is in the kitchen of the rusted shotgun house. She sits at a poorly lacquered table and gazes out into the
yard. Wild spring flowers have begun to blossom and bees softly fly around the yard.
There is no pane on the window, and she hears the sounds of her brothers climbing newly bloomed trees in the
back yard. They giggle and cry playfully, and their sound nearly brings Charlotte to tears. The sun is a spring after-
noon orange and she imagines the patterns it cuts through the trees as its light hits her brothers.
Off in the distance, the gravel stirs. It is a thick sound, like that of some slow moving ogre coming to kidnap her.
The boys hear it too and they immediately stop playing and come rushing through the house. "Pa's home Char-
lotte!" they chortle in near unison.
Charlotte's back arches as her neck grows stiff. "I know he's comin." She doesn't look at them, but stares bJankly at
the wall in front of her as she speaks. The screen door of the front porch slams and the sound of two more bodies
racing across the gravel can be heard.
"Pa, Pa!" their voices grow in excitement.
"Well hello boys, what did you do today while I was gon?"
"We climbed a tree, and then before that me n' Nathan went fishin down by the river and Nathan didn't catch
nothin but I did."
"Now that ain't true Pal I did so catch a fish and it was this big."
Their father chuckles deeply and both boys quiet intently. "How bout your sister, what she been up to all day?"
"We asked if she wanted to go fishin with us but she just been sittin at the table all day."
"Well do you want to come fishin with us Pa?"
''Yea! Me n' Nathan could share and you could use my rod."



"Thanks boys, but I don't think so. I'm actually all ut of Tobacco and Iwas wondering if you boys wouldn't mind
going down to the store and getting me some. You could both have half a penny of candy while you're there." By
this point, the three of them have stopped right outside the front porch and Charlotte can hear them as though they
are standing beside her.
"You mean it?"
"I certainly do. Here's one dollar, make sure to get me a tin of Marlboro Tobacco and some matches."
"Okay Fa, but what are you going to do while we're gon?"
"Don't you mind me; just get going so that the two of you are back before dinner."
"Yes Fa."
Her father's heavy body mounts the steps to the porch as her brothers scamper purposefully down the gravel drive,
towards the general store. Her father opens hi tobacco tin and rolls up the last of it. He inhales heavily and his
breath sounds like that of a dragon.
When he is done with the cigarette he throws the butt onto the porch and teps on it. The boys are out of earshot.
harlotte wants to scream, wants to run oui the back door and into the warm spring but she is held immobile by

fear. I Ie comes into the kitchen and offers her milk. The man smells of fire and smoke. "I aint thirsty" she responds
blankly to the wall in front of her.
He grabs her thin girlish shoulder and his hands are sticky. She turns timidly to face him, her eyes pooled with
sadness. His fiery eyes of isinglass starefiercly back into hers. She stands in ubrnission. They walk back into his
bedroom and the smell of musk fills her nostrils as he closes the door behind her.
And she is covered by a sweat that the lake cannot cool off. The sky has grown fiery in the late afternoon and the
copper lake seems ablaze. Charlotte walks bac1 to the waters edge in a daze and searches for her clothes. The sun
has begun to set behind her and il casts cold finger like shadows from the trees. The shadows seem to reach for her.
Charlotte finds her clothing and dresses swiftly, suddenly aware of her nakedness. l Ier nostrils fill with the smell of
falling leaves.
It is nearly autumn.

James Damon



I look at you across the way
How can it be this hard?
I don't understand the way things are
That's not true I do understand everything so well
Why do I put myself through this fantasy?
I make,
I create,
I mold,
I shape!
Into the kiln, into hell I place my heart,
Why do I do this to myself every time?
I focus on the dreams and the emotions,
But never on the tangible, the real.
The glimmering outline, of daydreams
Become my worst nightmare,
Consuming me inside, leaving behind a shell
A shell, of hopeless emotion.
I never ask, I just feel
I tum down, what I obviously desire.
I demolish,
I destroy,
I obliterate,
And damage, something that was never real.
I put my heart and soul into something that has no
meaning,
Ignoring the obvious.

A web ohm-spun lies and a single truth,
Glittering silk that will never see the sunrise ,
Too tired to get act upon what is clear.
I don't know!
Maybe one day I'll watch the sunrise, holding
hands
But not yesterday, today,
Tomorrow?
Pink highlights shoot across the sky, the phoenix
Welcoming a new day of life, a reincarnation of
tomorrow's yesterday.
I lay in dreamland as the world awakens,
My eye lids closed to the new.
What would have happened ifI had said some-
thing?
Is it too late for me to change?
To wake up and see the sun blazing across the
horizon,
Or will I forever be chained to my fears.
The fears of:
Loss
Rejection
Hope
Love
I don't know what to say now.
Will I ever bear my heart, my soul?
Or am T forever locked in the darkness,
Unable to watch the sunrise.

Heather Byrnes
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I stepped back to admire the shiny ceramic belly of the bathtub.

With beaming paternal pride I said,
"1did that!"

William l lubcrdeau









Meet Me in the

"Meet me in the Sunken Gardens," my eyes nodded your slack jaw "yes."
Come laze and rest on the soft spring grass.
Like a pubescent monkey you followed me, tail belying your eagerness.
You allowed your fur to tickle my belly button,
And with your subhuman opposable toes, you held my foot in your foot.
Itwas odd, but exhilarating.
I suppose the narrow-minded are justified in thinking bestiality unnatural
Because though "Come to the Sunken Gardens" I persistently beckoned,
You never could make my Sunken Gardens come.

Cai tlin Wilson
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